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PEOPLE’S REVOLT: DALLAS PUBLIC RELATIONS + MARKETING 
AGENCY REVOLTS AGAINST THE INDUSTRY NORM  

  
The Agency Strives to Put Collaboration Over Competition Throughout the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex  

 
DALLAS, TEXAS (October 2020) – People’s Revolt, an agency co-founded by two best friends turned               
business partners, Kali Ah Yuen and Shabby Talebi, aims to cultivate a fresh and empowering               
community of creatives through their brand’s services, mission, and purpose.  
 
People’s Revolt is made by creatives, for creatives. The co-founders both came from creative              
backgrounds and decided to enter the entertainment industry through the communications and media             
field. One common theme they both noticed while working multiple jobs and positions in the industry was                 
the cut throat environment. Now, the brand is on a mission to spread collaboration over competition by                 
bridging the gap between creating relationships and building business.  
 
“When you create spaces for others to thrive – that is the real fulfilment,” said Co-Founder, Shabby                 
Talebi. “Don’t just provide another marketing service. The key is to create genuine relationships that               
empower each other to last long after the end of a campaign.” 
 
People’s Revolt specializes in the various public relations, marketing, and branding services such as              
press campaigns, media distribution, event curation, blogging, and more. Client’s consist of local and              
national brands, including former contestant on ABC’s The Bachelorette, Rachel Lindsay; female            
entrepreneur networking group, eWomenNetwork; YouTuber and TikTok viral rapper, NATEGAWD; –           
with annual events like Cinderblock’s BLOCK PARTY at SXSW. For each campaign, the agency puts a                
hard focus on helping clients not only receive a specific service but create beneficial relationships with                
other parties for future collaborations by putting them in contact with venues, media, or other individuals in                 
their industry. 
 
“We believe in breaking down the barriers and giving everyone a platform,” said Co-Founder, Kali Ah                
Yuen. “It’s going to take a lot of work to change the competitive environment of the creative scene in                   
DFW, but every step is a step in the right direction.” 
 
About People’s Revolt: 
People’s Revolt (www.peoples-revolt.com) was established by Kali Ah Yuen and Shabby Talebi in 2018              
as an agency that builds brands through collaboration and “revolting against the norm”. Its goal is to show                  
how intertwining innovative, modern strategies and traditional beliefs can truly bring the best outcome to               
any campaign. It’s a vital resource in connecting individuals in the DFW Metroplex beyond just business.                
For more information, contact info@peoples-revolt.com.  
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